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Is country ready for ‘reverse crossovers?’   Two Cumulus Media country stations have opened their playlist to a handful 
of pop songs from outside the format.   EVP of content and programming John Dickey says it’s part of a reverse crossover 
strategy that takes advantage of the high cross-cuming taking place between country and other pop-based formats like 
CHR, hot AC and AC.  “Pop selectively waits for something to explode on country and then benefits from the all the exposure 
and relevance that the country format has built for it,” Dickey says, pointing to Taylor Swift as Exhibit A. After the singer 
moved in a decidedly pop direction on “Red” and “1989,” many country stations pulled back on her music, including some pre 
“Red” library material they played as currents.  Dickey contends that was a mistake.  That’s why “94.7 Nash-FM” WNSH, New 
York is playing a Swift song once an hour and country sister KSCS, Dallas is playing Swift almost as often, he explains. “If 
the audience that loves Taylor is forced to go to pop exclusively to find her, you’re hurting your chance of growing your radio 
station,” he contends.   Dickey points to Sam Hunt as the next artist developed by country destined to cross over. “Anyone 
listening to Sam Hunt knows that’s a pop artist,” Dickey says. “So the real question is, ‘Why can’t it happen in reverse?’”  So 
far Cumulus is attempting that with library material and only on two country stations in unique market situations.  Playing 
top-researching pop songs leverages their familiarity and popularity, honed by other formats, for country stations with no 
direct competitor — or where Cumulus owns the competitor.  
 

A fresh take on ‘animated’ radio.   It has been one year since CBS Radio dipped 
its toe in the animation business.  Once an unheard of notion for an audio medium, 
the so-called Minimations are racking up tens of thousands of views. They’re also 
giving CBS not only a new way to breathe new life into archived content, but new 
inventory to sell to clients.  “We realized we are sitting on an amazing wealth of 
content, terabytes of interviews that have happened across some of our premiere 
brands and shows, sitting in our vaults that we could leverage,” CBS Local Digital 
SVP of content community and operations Adam Wiener says.   So the company 
enlisted a team of freelancers who’ve been putting into animated form everything 
from classic rock interviews done on WNEW, New York (102.7) to modern day 
KROQ, Los Angeles (106.7) bits with morning hosts Kevin and Bean.  Wiener says 
it’s a natural extension of radio’s “theater of the mind” nature.  “This is an opportunity 
to rip on that and either cement what the audience is probably thinking, or take it some steps further,” he says, adding that 
the animators have a lot of leeway when developing a clip.  When talk host Jimmy Kimmel appeared on KROQ to make good 
on a pledge to eat a year-old Egg McMuffin, animators brought the piece of meat to life. Sports radio has also been a rich 
mine of cartoon-worthy material with what Wiener calls “classic rants” by WFAN, New York (101.9, 660) host Mike Francesa. 

Ready made for social media.   While some radio content doesn’t translate on social media, CBS Local Digital SVP Adam 
Wiener says Minimations are ready-made for Facebook and Twitter. “The shorter the better is how I feel, especially in the 
social sharing world,” he explains. “The sweet spot is going to be about two minutes for a lot of these.” The videos reside in 
multiple locations, including Radio.com, YouTube and other third-party sites.   The most-viewed clips are ones where the 
artists share them with their fans on social media.  David Bowie shared his Iggy Pop tale on his Facebook page and the 
viewers poured in.  “Something like that is going to fuel this thing tremendously,” Wiener says.  And a classic interview with 
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an artist like John Lennon will grow for years.  “That kind of content is only going to get more popular as time goes on,” 
Wiener says.

Cartoons are helping grow bottom line.  Beyond leveraging content lost to time, Minimations also help CBS Radio create 
more video inventory, which is in high demand from clients.  CBS Local Digital SVP Adam Wiener calls it a “perfect addition” 
to an existing on-air and digital sales package.  “This is a great opportunity to tap into some of the existing clients that we 
have for our shows and brands,” he says.   While it also lends itself to potential product placement, albeit in cartoon form, for 
now Wiener says CBS is focused on pre-roll video ads. That pool will only grow deeper.  Borrell Associates forecasts $7.7 
billion will be spent in local markets on digital video ads this year.  CBS has also tested using the highly-sharable cartoons 
to help promote station events, such as a pre-Super Bowl country music concert held in February.   “All the artists shared 
it,” Wiener says.  Looking ahead, he says the project’s goal is more regular and frequent Minimation releases, aiming to 
post a new cartoon each week.  The company is also expanding the type of content it offers with a “sports-meets-comedy” 
iteration in the wings, Wiener says, promising “big names will get involved.” Wiener says it’s the sort of content that any radio 
company could potentially create, although CBS may have a leg up considering it has a portfolio of big radio brands and 
a vault of content to dig through.  In fact, the biggest challenge isn’t creating the animation, it’s figuring out which to select.  
“Spending time to pick though that takes effort and skill to understand what works or what doesn’t,” he says.

After 28 years at Saga, Goldstein pivots to podcasting.  After nearly three decades as its top 
programming executive, Steve Goldstein has left Saga Communications and launched Amplifi 
Media, specializing in the development of on-demand digital audio.  He’s been with the company 
since its 1986 inception, serving as executive VP and group program director since 1988.  Now 
he plans to apply that programming experience to the nascent but growing podcast space.  Plans 
for the startup are fluid but Goldstein says Amplifi will focus on finding and developing talent and 
adapting audio content to a time-shifted, on-demand environment.  “All of the content that I see 
succeeding will have different architecture than what we are used to in broadcast radio,” he tells 
Inside Radio, pointing to the shorter length and episodic nature of today’s most popular podcasts.  
He plans to tap topic categories unexploited by NPR and other podcasters, such as health and 
wellness, business, personal improvement, storytelling and programming devoted to children and 
women. “There is a world of mainstream topics yet to be explored for on-demand-audio,” he says.  
Goldstein will also serve as a consultant to Saga for a transition period.  Under his consulting 
agreement, Goldstein will receive $478,338 for up to 140 hours of work during the next 14 months, according to regulatory 
filings.  The exit agreement will also award him 3,526 shares of Saga stock worth roughly $152,000.   Before joining  the 
company, he programmed stations in Detroit (WOMC, WHYT) and Hartford (WTIC).  “Saga has been a remarkable home 
for 28 years,” Goldstein said. “We have built some terrific brands and grown top talent. Best of all has been working with a 
wonderfully gifted staff.”   
  

Triton to sell MLB streaming audio ads.  April 6 marks more than just the return of the boys of summer. It’s also a fresh 
start for Major League Baseball to monetize its streaming audio feeds.  A new exclusive partnership between Triton Digital 
and the league’s MLB Advanced Media gives Triton exclusive rights to sell and deliver streaming audio ads for every game, 
starting with the 2015 regular season. The deal covers ads delivered in the MLB.com Gameday Audio desktop and MLB.
com At Bat mobile apps.    It’s intended to strengthen a second revenue stream the league enjoys from the digital streams of 
its games — play-by-play action called by radio broadcasters.  Gameday Audio pulls in money from subscriptions.  For $20 
a year, subscribers get access to all 2,430 regular season games live or on demand, with a choice between home, away 
and Spanish-language radio feeds.  Now it will also reap revenue from what Triton says is the first time targeted audio ads 
will be inserted into the Gameday Audio feeds.  “Baseball fans are passionate, engaged, and devote a lot of time to listening 
to their favorite teams’ games,” Triton president of market development John Rosso said in a statement.  “This partnership 
enables advertisers to deliver targeted and on-message ads to a highly qualified and sought-after, live audience.”

Steve Goldstein
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CDC buys radio time for new anti-smoking initiative.  E-cigarette makers previously used radio to sell their product as an 
alternative to traditional tobacco products.  Now the federal government is taking to the airwaves to convince people they’re 
better off not using either.   Nationally, about 3 in 4 adult e-cigarette users also smoke cigarettes, so the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention will begin airing radio ads on Monday that highlight the benefit of quitting cigarettes completely, not 
just cutting back.  The spots feature former smokers who suffer from smoking-related illnesses, including vision loss and 
colorectal cancer.  The CDC will spend $50 million over the next 20 weeks on the campaign, which in addition to radio also 
includes television and print advertising.  “These new real-life ads will help smokers quit, adding years to their lives and life 
to their years,” CDC director Tom Frieden says in a statement.   It was one year ago this week that the e-cigarette category 
went up in smoke for radio.  After the federal government began looking more closely at the e-industry, ads from brands like 
Blu and Njoy have largely vanished during the past year.   The Federal Trade Commission is looking at ways to put limits on 
e-cigarette advertising.  In the meantime, makers of the products say they’ve begun using a strategy similar to the alcohol 
industry, which restricts spot buys to stations where no more than 15% of an audience is underage. 

Nielsen: Marketing dollars shift to target multicultural consumers.  Hockey great Wayne Gretzky 
strived to skate to where the puck was heading, not where it’s been.  For broadcasters trying 
to anticipate advertising trends, the marketing puck is heading toward multicultural consumers.  
According to a new Nielsen report, multiculturals are doing nothing short of transforming the 
U.S. mainstream.  In a growing number of consumer product categories, multicultural consumers 
comprise a high percentage of what Nielsen calls “super consumers,” the top 10% of households 
who drive at least 30% of sales, 40% of growth and 50% of profits.  For instance, multicultural 
consumers comprise a disproportionate share of many categories, including  dairy, baby food 
and diapers, laundry supplies and detergents, school supplies and other family goods. Nielsen 
describes this group as younger than the rest of the population, in their prime, expressive and 
inclusive, connected and mobile savvy, and interethnic and multigenerational.   “By understanding 
the cultural essence that drives multicultural consumer behavior today, marketers and advertisers are getting a glimpse of 
future market trends and forging a long-term relationship with the most dynamic and fastest growing segment of the U.S. 
consumer economy,” Nielsen says in the report.  Its research shows the multicultural marketplace has gone “from niche 
opportunity to mainstream imperative” for marketers.    As they become the majority in younger generations, enter their 
prime family-building years and make product choices and brand attachments for the long term, multicultural consumers are 
seen as delivering a better long-term return on ad dollars.  “By investing in multicultural consumers today and understanding 
how they also influence non-multiculturals, brand owners can ensure that they will remain competitive and relevant in an 
increasingly multicultural mainstream,” Nielsen concludes. 

Now networks are getting in on live event NTR.  Spanish Broadcasting System’s Aire Radio Networks is taking the live 
event business to the network level. It has created La Música En Privado concert series which will run through the rest 
of year.  The concerts will not only create programming to offer affiliates and users of SBS’ La Música streaming app, but 
also give Aire a way to connect brands and music.   The presenting sponsor for the four concerts is Dunkin’ Donuts, with 
additional advertisers for the first event including Budweiser, Shop Your Way and State Farm. “The La Música En Privado 
series is consistent with our goal of providing our advertising partners with attractive, multi-platform opportunities to connect 
their brands with highly engaged audiences, EVP Jack Hobbs says in a statement.  The first concert was held Thursday night 
in Miami featuring top-selling Latino artists Luis Fonsi and Jencarlos Canela.

Radio helps newly-christened baseball team introduce itself to Gulf Coast.  This will be the inaugural season for the Biloxi 
Shuckers minor league baseball team and when they take the diamond, radio will be there with them.  Dowdy Broadcasting’s 
country WGCM, Biloxi-Gulfport, MS (1240) will carry all 140 games for the team. “We are excited to be able to provide 
comprehensive on-air and online coverage of the inaugural season,” Shuckers general manager Buck Rogers says in the 
announcement.  “We are thrilled to be working with these great radio partners and hope to build our broadcast footprint each 
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year.”  Chris Harris, the team’s director of media, will handle play-by-play duties.  The Shuckers are the new Southern League 
Double A Milwaukee Brewers affiliate, replacing the Huntsville (AL) Stars.  As a locally-owned company, Dowdy general 
manager Lisa Stiglets says they’re excited to see pro baseball returning to Mississippi’s Gulf Coast.  Dowdy has also lined 
up affiliates in markets around the state.
  

Sports radio seeks new talent with new training program.  Sports talkers often talk about who’s on the bench. Now 
Yahoo! Sports Radio is putting the focus on the format’s farm team.  It is teaming with the Sportscasters Talent Agency of 
America (STAA) to create an online university designed to create the next general of sportscasters.  The 11-week course is 
designed to leave participants with knowledge of the business as well as a demo and resume they can use to find work in 
broadcasting.  “This is an unrivaled opportunity for students to work directly with a national sports network and our agency 
to learn the material we, the sportscasting business, are looking for in a broadcaster,” STAA chief Jon Chelesnik says.  It 
doesn’t come cheap however: tuition is $6,000.  But Chelesnik says that’s less than what most broadcasting schools charge.   
Students will also get an early lesson in the role of advertising, since marketers will have an opportunity to work with them in 
ways the companies say will help support their studies. Yahoo! Sports Radio EVP Jeffrey Schwartz says it’s in response to 
the refrain across sports radio about where the next generation will be found.  “The same mouthpieces are heard throughout 
the field,” he says. “Where do people get a chance?” 

Inside Radio News Ticker…IHeart partners with marathon promoter…A new partnership will see iHeartMedia provide 
entertainment for Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon events in major markets.  In addition to promoting the running competitions across 
all of its radio stations and iHeartRadio, the broadcaster will help book talent for live performances at  Rock ‘n’ Roll Marathon 
concerts in Nashville, Brooklyn, Savannah, Las Vegas and San Antonio. Past performers have included Macklemore & Ryan 
Lewis, Aloe Blacc, Pitbull, Phillip Phillips and Train…L.A. gets adult standards FM...Mount Wilson FM Broadcasters is 
bringing adult standards to a pair of West Coast markets.  In Los Angeles the HD3 channel of “Go Country 105.1” KKGO will 
start airing the company’s “Unforgettable” format.  It’s a mix of American songbook standards and modern interpretations from 
artists like Michael Buble and Diana Krall.  And in the Monterey-Salinas-Santa Cruz market, classical has been jettisoned 
from KNRY (1240) in favor of “Unforgettable.”  Mt. Wilson still airs its “K-Mozart” classical format on two FM signals…People 
Moves…Radio One Dallas market manager Gary Spurgeon adds management duties of the company’s four Houston 
stations while Dallas director of sales Tami Honesty adds station manager duties.  Also, Lincoln Financial Media’s Atlanta 
director of operations and program director of hot AC “Star 94” WSTR Scott Lindy exits.  And Advanced Media Partners hires 
Derek Archer as general sales manager of its four-station cluster in Peoria, IL.  Read People Moves at InsideRadio.com.

Washington media vet Adonis Hoffman leaves FCC to create think tank.  Veteran communications attorney Adonis 
Hoffman is leaving the Federal Communications Commission, 16 months after he joined as senior media advisor and chief 
of staff to commissioner Mignon Clyburn.   She credits Hoffman with bringing an “inclusive eye for media and culture and a 
strong bias in favor of industry self-regulation” to her office. Hoffman is stepping away from the FCC to launch a think tank 
to focus on issues of business leadership and economic collaboration across media platforms. “That’s a challenge that we 
all face and you’re the man to tackle,” FCC chair Tom Wheeler said yesterday at the agency’s monthly meeting.  It’s not the 
first time Hoffman has left the FCC.  He previously served as deputy chief of the Media Bureau from 1998 to 2000.  He’s also 
held top positions at the American Association of Advertising Agencies (the 4As) and worked on Capitol Hill.
  

SparkNet sells ‘Jack FM’ rights in Europe.  The Canadian-born adult hits “Jack FM” format has found takers worldwide and 
now owner SparkNet Communications has struck a deal to sell the rights to the format in Europe.  Oxis Media will control the 
intellectual property in the U.K. and Europe.  Financial terms weren’t released.  Oxis Media owns two “Jack” stations in the 
U.K. and it now plans to roll out more. SparkNet says it will continue to own and manage the 13-year old brand in the United 
States and the rest of the world.  There are currently 39 stations in the U.S. using the “Jack FM” brand, plus an addition half 
dozen more in Canada.  In a statement, SparkNet’s Pat Bohn and Garry Wall say that passing the U.K. and European rights  
will give Oxix “the freedom and creative outlet to be even more innovative” with their creation.
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MORE OPPORTUNITIES 
@ INSIDERADIO.COM >>

OPERATIONS MANAGER
Digity LLC continues to grow and needs the best 

Operations Managers in the country! 

If you are an experienced, strategic, creative, organized brand 
manager with a can-do attitude, we want to talk to you. Applicants 
must be proficient in identifying new air talent, earns the respect 
of high profile morning teams, is excited about social/digital/events 
and develops ideas that are sellable not because he/she has to, but 
because he/she understands a full integration with sales is the key to 
success. The perfect candidate knows how to strategically program 
for ratings for both PPM/diary markets and is a leader who is ready 
to take on corporate responsibilities as well as manage a cluster of 
stations. 

Qualified candidates will have at least five years of proven success 
as a programmer, preferably in a PPM market. Candidates must be 
strategic and analytical but also must possess creativity and the 
instinct to win. OM must be proficient with RCS Selector, Adobe 
Audition, PPM Analysis Tool, Social Media platforms, Audio Vault, 
PD Advantage and Media Monitors. Find a full list of qualifications 
and responsibilities in our ad at insideradio.com.  Send resume to: 
OMJob@digity.me.  EOE

GENERAL MANAGER
Keokuk/Burlington IA  

and Quincy, IL.
Need a General Manager

with solid business knowledge
to grow our station cluster.  

We have 3 FMs, 100kw, 50kw, 
6kw and heritage full service 

AM. This position requires 
a community leader that 

understands the importance of 
radio. Great opportunity to build

your own team. Must be a
leader and trainer with 

involvement in the community;
and lead by example. Good 

area, great communities to live. 
Experienced Sales Managers 

are encouraged to apply. Send 
resume and cover letter to:

greatcareers@withersradio.net
Please place GM position in

the subject line. EOE.

MARKET MANAGER 
COLORADO

Cumulus-Colorado Springs 
is searching for an exceptional 
Market Manager to guide our 
6 well positioned and impactful 
stations. The successful candidate 
will have a history of leading 
high performance sales teams, 
coaching good to great, and 
attracting sales all-stars.  Here’s 
your opportunity to join our 
growing company and become an 
integral part of our stellar team in 
Colorado Springs by contributing 
to their continued success.  
Not many better places to live 
and work than in the beautiful 
landscape of Colorado. 

Inquiries will be held in
the strictest confidence:

recruitment@cumulus.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

qual MEDIA ADVERTISING & SPONSORSHIP SALES
This is not a normal job-posting… because this is not a job!  We have 
“one” incredible opportunity available, that will change your life.  The 
only question is “Are you that person?” Ramsey Solutions has an 
opening for the right person who possesses as a minimum:
• Proven track-record of closing million dollar deals
• Ability to deliver results for your client b/c you seek the right solution
• Personal integrity that allows your to rise above your competition 
• Aptitude to hear the word “No” as an opportunity
• Fortitude to manage the resources of Radio, Video, Digital, Print, and 

Event Sponsorships to create unlimited earning potential
• Strong working knowledge of what we do and “Why” it works so well

This full-time position located in the Brentwood, 
TN provides the ability to represent all Dave 
Ramsey products. The opportunity to prove 
what you can do begins now!  

If you have what it takes to fill this “one” position then it’s your 
assignment to get our attention.  When we find this person we will 
commit to providing an incredible work environment, un-paralleled 
resources with a brand that delivers results, and the ability to control 
your own earning potential with no corporate imposed ceiling. 
Apply online at daveramsey.com/careers. EOE.
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